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False Prophet
Deep below the ocean, ancient gods, banished from the
heavens, lurk, waiting for their time to rise from the
abyss. To prepare the land for their coming, they have
fashioned false prophets. Creatures of the depths given
sentience and purpose, they only live to serve their
master, be it god or usurper.

They are deadly in battle, but this is not where their
strength lies. Their charisma, which lets them blend
with other races without raising suspicion, praise the
powers of their master, and create legions of believers,
this is where they shine. After all who would attack an
old woman chanting about the powers of her god.

They usually prefer to speak to large groups of crowds,
casting a wide net on potential new “willing” believers.
Although they are subtle, they tend to prefer smaller
towns where the clerical presence isn’t too devoloped,
as the simple thaumaturgic tricks that they perform can
easily be seen through by experienced clergy members,
and can only really fool the uneducated.

The new follower will then proceed to the ocean, where
it will join its god in the abyss, and emerge changed. A
new fallen worshipper will rise, or perhaps something
else.



Fallen Worshipper
Fallen worshippers are the result of the corruption of
false prophets. These new believers of the Deep one
wander deep into the ocean, where they receive their
blessing from the ancient being.

They’ll fight relentlessly to bring the titan back from the
abyss, where it lays dormant.

Bloated Nightmare
A bloated nightmare is the result of a humanoid falling
under the worship of the Deep One. Driven by ill-fated
faith, they make their way into the abyssal ocean, which
welcomes them in its cold embrace.

If the monstrons god judges its new servant too weak, it
is slained, turning into a husk of itself, a mindless
zombie. It’s new purpose it to now follow others in
battle, and lay down its life before theirs, so that their
battle can be successful.


